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Financial Budgeting
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The pig sector is now suffering very tight margins (again!) with diametrically

opposed falling pig prices and rising feed prices. Having an accurate breakeven

figure for your unit may sound like common sense but (at the risk of banging an

old drum) how many owners know their bottom line accurately?

Undertaking a financial sensitivity analysis and cashflow projection will not change

the pig price but remember, ‘forewarned is forearmed’. Look at available options

instead of waiting for the crisis point.

1. Data Collection:

Undertaken by:

1. Recording the day-day data at the end of each day / week by Teagasc record

sheets / spreadsheets

2. End of quarter stock count

3. Using the Teagasc bank reconciliation package to track cheques & reconcile

with statements

2. Analysis:

Data is then analysed by the Teagasc PigSys programme. This system still remains

the only package that can give an accurate ‘real time’ ADG, FCE and production

costs as it includes current feed performance and non-feed costs in its calculation.

3. Forecast:

When the breakeven figure is established, use the Teagasc cashflow programme

to forecast your income and overdraft in the coming months based on three price

scenarios:

 Current



 Deteriorating

 Improved

A Teagasc ‘Cashflow Tracker’ package for clients is available which allows

producers to track the actual changes from the original projected cashflow.

4. If ‘ends don’t meet’ what are my options?

A. Performance Efficiencies: Use your sensitivity analysis to see which option

will generate the greatest short term saving, e.g. on 500 sow herd a 0.1 (2.6 to

2.5) reduction in finisher FCE can save €17,000.

B. Cutbacks: Examine if there is an area that can allow cutbacks without radically

affecting performance. Examine every individual cost category and view the

options, e.g.

 Have you signed up to cheaper electricity rates?

 Reduce labour cost by not washing pens over winter?

C. Financial institution: If there is still a shortfall then the next step is to talk to

your financial institution. Presenting your current financial data and the forecasted

shortfall shows that you have a good degree of control over your operation. It also

gives both sides time to consider options rather then waiting for a crisis when a

cheque bounces in December.

Consider:

 Is an extension to your overdraft facility possible?

 Could your loans go on an ‘interest only’ option for a short period?

 Could you agree a moratorium on all repayments for 6 months?

 Extend your loan period to reduce your monthly repayments?

These options must be carefully costed.



D. Outside financial assistance: There is a government scheme available,

‘Farm Assist’, tailored for the farming community. It gives financial assistance to

farmers during low income periods. Contact your Teagasc Advisor for more details.

In summary, over the coming months it appears that the pig sector will go through

a further difficult period. The producer has little control on external market forces

but he does have full control over his own operation. The aim of every producer

should be to have a ‘Michael O’ Leary’ like grasp of every single cost and efficiency

on his unit.


